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tropicana        singapore sling         carnival coral, cantaloupe, sunset ochre 



A versatile and contemporary way to control light, glare, view and privacy. The panel blind provides an innovative shading solution for larger windows and patio doors that looks fantastic in both contemporary and traditional settings.  A panel blind looks stunning as a room divider that can be used to great effect in creating new living spaces within a modern home.  When open, the panels stack neatly behind one another allowing maximum light to enter the room. Sliding the panels into the closed position creates a unique fabric screen that provides light control and privacy. 

transform your space for modern living with chic 
& contemporary panel blinds 

como         ocra 



oslo                                               jasper 



available in a range of colours, prints, patterns &  textures, panel blinds transform a room 
The versatility of panel blinds create a fantastic option when considering new blinds for your home.  Whether it be a plain, pattern, print, grass effect or suede material, with such a multitude of styles you really will be spoilt for choice.  A mixture of patterned and plain panel blinds makes an impressive, bold  statement when used as window blinds or fashionable room dividers. 

carnival       breton & taupe zepher       quartz 



woodland          silver birch carnival          raven 



Whether you select either window blinds or room dividers you can  personalise your choice with our eye catching accessories.  Eyelets, braids, flowers or even fabric colour mixes - the options are  endless to create a unique and stylish window furnishing.  Panel blinds also offer flexibility as they can be created as split or side draw so that they work perfectly for your home. 

Our panel blinds are designed not only to be long lasting and look  fantastic, but to be energy efficient and child safe too.  Energy saving panel blinds reduce solar gain during the summer months and help insulate your home through winter.  We all know that as children grow their curiosity does too, which is why here at Solent Blinds we make child safety our priority. All blinds are  designed to be inherently child safe and we recommend wand operation for panel blinds. 

personalise & accessorise 

stunning decoration safe & efficient 

carnival          raven 



www.solentblinds.co.uk 

hampton    picket fence, silver sand & sea breeze 


